## MDiv Equivalencies
for students transitioning from 90 hour to 79 hour curriculum

### 90 Hour Curriculum | 79 Hour Curriculum
---|---
**I. Unchanged Requirements (60 Hours)**
MIN 301 Intro to Ministry | MIN 301 | 3
HBS 301 Intro to Hebrew Bible | HBS 301 | 3
NTS 301 Intro to New Testament | NTS 301 | 3
EWR 3** Engaging World Religions | EWR 3** | 3
ETH 301 Intro to Christian Ethics | ETH 301 | 3
HST 301 Traditions I | HST 301 | 3
HST 302 Traditions II | HST 302 | 3
THL 301 Intro to Systematic Theology | THL 301 | 3
CRE *** Christian Religious Education | CRE *** | 3
CHS *** Church and Society | CHS ***/ETH 4** | 3
CHL 3** Church Leadership | CHL 3** | 3
EVN 3** Evangelism | EVN 3** | 3
PCR 301 Intro to Pastoral Care | PCR 301 | 3
PRE 401 Intro to Preaching | PRE 401 | 3
WOR 4** Worship | WOR 4** | 3
HBS 4** Hebrew Bible | HBS 4** | 3
NTS 4** New Testament | NTS 4** | 3
HST 4** History or THL 4** Theology | HST 4** or THL 4** | 3
THL 4** Theology | THL 4** | 3
CTX 301 Preparing for Local Ministry I | CTX 301 | .5
CTX 302 Preparing for Local Ministry II | CTX 302 | .5
IMM *** Immersion | IMM *** | 2

**III. Requirements in 90 hour curriculum that become electives in 79 hour curriculum (12-13 hours)**
THL 4** (could be HST 4**) | Elective | 3
DST 31* UM Doctrine | Elective | 2-3
DST 320 UM History | Elective | 2
DST 330 UM Polity | Elective | 2
APS 4** | Elective | 3

**III. Requirements in the 90 Hour Curriculum that may fulfill New Requirements in 79 Hour Curriculum**
See item three of “all students moving from 90 to 79 hours” (3.5 hours)

**IV. New Requirements in the 79 Hour Curriculum that do not have equivalencies (3.5 hours)**
None | SFR 30* Spiritual Formation Retreat | 1

CTX 403 Ministry in Context and/or CTX 405 & 406 Reflection on Ministry (.5 each) and/or
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ALL STUDENTS MOVING FROM 90 HOUR to 79 HOUR:

1)  Must complete all of Section I coursework (see above)
2)  Can use any of Section II courses to fill electives (see above)
3)  Must complete a minimum of 4.5 hours of CTX courses-can be a combination of Preparing for Local Ministry I & II, Ministry in Context, Reflection on Ministry I & II, Practica, and Ministry Collaboration Groups [Note: Those who completed ELM curriculum must complete an additional .5 hours of CTX.]
4)  Must complete two SFR 30* Spiritual Formation Retreat courses (.5 each)
5)  Must complete ASR 401 Mid-Degree Seminar
6)  Must complete ASR 42* Summative Seminar

CLARIFICATIONS REGARDING APS COURSES

1)  Students who have taken only one APS course must complete the Mid Degree and Summative Assessment or finish out the 90 hour curriculum (the APS course will count as an elective or an overage)
2)  Students who have taken two APS courses should finish in the 90 hour curriculum, as they will likely delay graduation in order to complete the new degree requirements.
3)  APS 425 will be offered in Fall 2014. Beginning in Spring 2015, the APS requirement will be fulfilled by choosing a course from an approved list of one or more advanced courses. These APS equivalencies will be clearly identified at each registration period. For students in the 79 hour curriculum, they will fulfill upper level requirements or electives.